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Otherwise I use twist to hair dry sometimes I put them into bantu knot. but it does stretch it out
pretty well!
Jun 9, 2013 . I prefer to do my bantu knot-outs on dry hair (see why in this post).. how long
does a bantu knot out last? a week or 2? what products can i use . When I do WnG's I gently
blot and squeeze the excess water out with a shirt and. If you're doing twists or bantu knots, this

is easy to do, but it can be a pain if you. It takes so long to get your hair styled just for it to be
gone in such a short time.Jul 23, 2010 . She likes to do her bantu knot outs on wet hair.. . how
long does your hair have to be to get good results with the knot out?. The last time, I used Shea
Moisture Curl Enhancing Smoothie and sealed with organic mango . May 26, 2014 . Bantu
knots are sections of hair that have been tightly twisted into a coil. and released, the hair retains
some of the coiled shape, resulting in loose curls and waves know as a knot out.. Do not over
twist the hair, as this could result in breakage.. Tuck the ends of the hair underneath the last coil
to hold. Mar 17, 2014 . I haven't washed my hair since the last time I blow-dried it two weeks ago.
I usually do my bantu knot outs on “dry hair”.. However, I have only done a bantu knot out
without water just once.. I was clearly traumatized, hence why it took me so long to try again…lol
This time I used As I am Naturally Twist . Jul 19, 2012 . By Chinwe (pictured above) of Hair and
Health The twistout is one of many hairstyle options one can do to maintain healthy hair. It
requires no . Dec 20, 2013 . This is my second day hair from a Bantu knot-out. (I didn't sleep
with a scarf on last night but I'm not complaining, I love big hair!). Just wanted to show you guys
my nighttime routine when I do this style. Thank you so much for .
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I tried several bantu knot outs over the first two years of my healthy hair. Use the greenhouse
effect method at night if your curls do not usually last all day. a self proclaimed hair care
enthusiast who began her quest for long healthy hair in . Nov 15, 2013 . My current fave for long
lasting curls is Jessicurl Too Shea Extra Moisturizing Conditioner, my. Pineapple your heart out:
I hang my head upside down and pull all of my curls to the crown of my hair. Whatever you do-don't smooth or stretch your curls.. What are your tips to making Bantu knot curls last?Mar 5,
2013 . COM Video on bantu knot out techniqu. … 4C Natural Hair: Week Long Bantu Knots
w/ My HoneyTEEN Type 4 Hair. . Do you find that the gels you use and review dry out your
hair?. Love the last look makeup was on point!
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Black Girl With Long Hair.. Otherwise I use twist to hair dry sometimes I put them into bantu
knot. but it does stretch it out pretty well! Achieving the Perfect Bantu Knot-Out:. how long
does your hair how do u get a 2 day out of them? because every time i have bantu knots they
only last a day.
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I tried several bantu knot outs over the first two years of my healthy hair. Use the greenhouse
effect method at night if your curls do not usually last all day. a self proclaimed hair care
enthusiast who began her quest for long healthy hair in . Nov 15, 2013 . My current fave for long
lasting curls is Jessicurl Too Shea Extra Moisturizing Conditioner, my. Pineapple your heart out:
I hang my head upside down and pull all of my curls to the crown of my hair. Whatever you do-don't smooth or stretch your curls.. What are your tips to making Bantu knot curls last?Mar 5,
2013 . COM Video on bantu knot out techniqu. … 4C Natural Hair: Week Long Bantu Knots
w/ My HoneyTEEN Type 4 Hair. . Do you find that the gels you use and review dry out your
hair?. Love the last look makeup was on point! Dec 20, 2013 . This is my second day hair from a
Bantu knot-out. (I didn't sleep with a scarf on last night but I'm not complaining, I love big hair!).
Just wanted to show you guys my nighttime routine when I do this style. Thank you so much for .
Jun 9, 2013 . I prefer to do my bantu knot-outs on dry hair (see why in this post).. how long
does a bantu knot out last? a week or 2? what products can i use . When I do WnG's I gently
blot and squeeze the excess water out with a shirt and. If you're doing twists or bantu knots, this
is easy to do, but it can be a pain if you. It takes so long to get your hair styled just for it to be
gone in such a short time.Jul 23, 2010 . She likes to do her bantu knot outs on wet hair.. . how
long does your hair have to be to get good results with the knot out?. The last time, I used Shea
Moisture Curl Enhancing Smoothie and sealed with organic mango . May 26, 2014 . Bantu
knots are sections of hair that have been tightly twisted into a coil. and released, the hair retains
some of the coiled shape, resulting in loose curls and waves know as a knot out.. Do not over
twist the hair, as this could result in breakage.. Tuck the ends of the hair underneath the last coil
to hold. Mar 17, 2014 . I haven't washed my hair since the last time I blow-dried it two weeks ago.
I usually do my bantu knot outs on “dry hair”.. However, I have only done a bantu knot out
without water just once.. I was clearly traumatized, hence why it took me so long to try again…lol
This time I used As I am Naturally Twist . Jul 19, 2012 . By Chinwe (pictured above) of Hair and
Health The twistout is one of many hairstyle options one can do to maintain healthy hair. It
requires no .
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I tried several bantu knot outs over the first two years of my healthy hair. Use the greenhouse
effect method at night if your curls do not usually last all day. a self proclaimed hair care
enthusiast who began her quest for long healthy hair in . Nov 15, 2013 . My current fave for long
lasting curls is Jessicurl Too Shea Extra Moisturizing Conditioner, my. Pineapple your heart out:
I hang my head upside down and pull all of my curls to the crown of my hair. Whatever you do-don't smooth or stretch your curls.. What are your tips to making Bantu knot curls last?Mar 5,
2013 . COM Video on bantu knot out techniqu. … 4C Natural Hair: Week Long Bantu Knots
w/ My HoneyTEEN Type 4 Hair. . Do you find that the gels you use and review dry out your
hair?. Love the last look makeup was on point! Dec 20, 2013 . This is my second day hair from a
Bantu knot-out. (I didn't sleep with a scarf on last night but I'm not complaining, I love big hair!).
Just wanted to show you guys my nighttime routine when I do this style. Thank you so much for .
Bantu Knot out. August 31, 2012 7 retwist and bantu knot at night but with larger sections..
How long does this style last for you when you retwist and bantu.
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